






MEDIT IOS Portfolio 



MEDIT IOS Lineup 

Uncompromised quality at unparalleled 
prices, tailored for value-conscious 
consumers.

Medit's portfolio, featuring the i600, i700, and i700 wireless, has been embraced by customers for their unique 
attributes and reliable performance.
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Elevating performance and design, 
our flagship lineup features both wireless 
and wired models, engineered to surpass 
expectations for a diverse clientele.



MEDIT IOS Lineup 
Today, we're excited to expand our lineup with a new Intraoral scanner designed to meet your needs.
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MEDIT IOS Lineup 

Our premium scanner Medit i900 redefines the scanning 
process, making it not just a task but a fascinating journey.

Each element is designed for effortless use, ensuring 
users can confidently promise a frictionless experience 
from purchase to performance. 

Welcome to a lineup that's engineered for excellence,
created to captivate, and built to bring seamless efficiency
to every user.

PREMIUM

PERFORMANCE

ESSENTIAL



I900 TAG line



ALL IN for You

The Ultimate Solution, That Does It All!



MEDIT i900 

Embracing our 'ALL IN' philosophy, 
this isn't just innovation for the sake of it; it's a commitment to enhance your scanning experience. 

'ALL IN for You' encapsulates our dedication to transforming every interaction with our hardware into a smoother, 
faster, and more intuitive journey. 

PREMIUM



MEDIT i900 Hardware

Touch Pad Interface

3rd Generation All-New Optical Engine

Our lightest, most compact

Enhanced Range of FOV

Medit i900

165g

Our Lightest 
IOS Yet

Touch
Band

Button Free

Unibody
Seamless 
Handpiece

Wider 
Field of View

Compact

New Optical Engine 

Improved Metal Scanning
Enhanced Scan Accuracy
Deeper Scanning Depth 

Better Texture 

Intelligent
Sensor  

Real Haptic
LED Light

Ready to Scan 
Instantly

Touch
Pad

Mouse Free

18 x 15 mm

223mm

Fast
Preheating

360°

Hygienic 

3rd Gen
New Optical
Engine

Lighter than iPhone 15

Haptic 
Sensor
Vibrating alarm
LED Light

Ergonomic
Design
Designed for everyone 
on your dental team

No physical buttons or gaps prevent dirty 
from entering the scanner.

Easy to start and end scans



MEDIT i900

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

3rd generation all-new optical engine

Enhanced Range of FOV

Unibody with perfect balance 

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

3rd generation all-new optical engine

Enhanced range of FOV

Unibody with perfect balance 



Our Touch Band & Touch Pad 
will level up your IOS experience to a new height.   



Level up your IOS experience with our Touch Band & Pad 

We've reimagined the scanning process with our innovative 

Touch Band and Touch Pad, allowing for an intuitive gesture-driven 

operation that eliminates the need for physical buttons. 

This leap mirrors the transformative shift from button-based phones 

to smartphones, offering a similarly revolutionary experience. 

Prepare to navigate your scans with seamless precision and 

discover a smarter, more intuitive way to work.

Touch Band

Touch Pad



Level up your IOS experience with our Touch Band & Pad 

As demonstrated in the video you're viewing, the i900 offers a new level of convenience with its button-free operation. 

(Start Scanning / Stop Scanning)

Double Tap Swipe
(Previous Stage / Next Scanning)

      



Level up your IOS experience with our Touch Band & Pad 
Not only can you effortlessly start and stop scans, but you can also manipulate data with ease—all through intuitive 
hands-on interaction. 

   



MEDIT i900

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

3rd generation all-new optical engine

Enhanced range of FOV

Unibody with perfect balance 



Our Lightest, Most Compact IOS 

Experience unmatched 
convenience and portability. 

Designed for ease, our scanner ensures you can move freely, 

without the weight holding you back. Weighing merely 165g, 

lighter than your smartphone, the i900 feels like it is almost floating in your hand.

Embrace the freedom of a device that's as light as it is powerful, 

turning every scanning session into an effortless experience.



MEDIT i900

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

Enhanced range of FOV

Unibody with perfect balance 

3rd generation 
all-new optical engine



3rd Gen New Optical Engine – the heart of what we do

Precision is at the heart of what we do.

At the core of the i900 is a revolutionary optical engine empowered by 10-bit imaging technology. It delivers images of unparalleled 
clarity and true-to-life colors, alongside a deeper scanning depth that ensures every detail is captured with ease.

이미지받을예정 이미지받을예정 True-to-life colors

Comparative Product



3rd Gen New Optical Engine – the heart of what we do

Thanks to our innovative technology, 
challenging reflective metals and the various environments within the oral cavity are no longer obstacles. 

With the capability to scan in tighter and deeper spaces with remarkable accuracy, our scanner provides unparalleled performance, 
ensuring that every detail is captured with the utmost clarity. 



MEDIT i900

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

3rd generation all-new optical engine

Enhanced range of FOV

Unibody with perfect balance 



Enhanced FOV, Effortless Scan
Welcome to a world where comprehensive scans are effortless. 
With our enhanced field of view (FOV), you can capture a wider area with minimal effort, ensuring speed and accuracy 
in every session.

18 x 15 mm (552 x 460 px)

      

Comparative Product



Enhanced FOV, Effortless Scan
Embracing the larger scanning area, the i900 efficiently captures extensive data, reducing both scan time and data
processing duration. Unlike other products that can experience data interruptions dependent on the scan path,
the i900 operates smoothly and rapidly, even when scanning the most challenging edentulous models.
It transcends conventional limitations, ensuring that every scan is a continuous, coherent process,
and showcases the i900's exceptional performance.

18 x 15 mm (552 x 460 px)

Comparative Product



MEDIT i900

Touch Band & Touch Pad

Our lightest, most compact

3rd generation all-new optical engine

Enhanced range of FOV

Unibody with 
perfect balance 



Unibody - it's a new standard in comfortable
Durability meets design in the i900's unibody construction, eliminating assembly parting lines and keeping your 
scanner pristine by preventing the intrusion of dirt and disinfectants.
Engineered to reduce the risk of cross-contamination, its seamless design not only prioritizes safety but also delivers 
perfect weight distribution for effortless handling. 



MEDIT i900

Experience the future of intraoral scanning with the 

where precision meets innovation

Convenient

Our lightest, 
most compact

Seamless 
Operation

3rd generation all-new
optical engine

Unibody with 
perfect balance

Touch Band & 
Touch Pad

Precision
& Accurate

Effortless
Scan

Enhanced range 
of FOV

Comfort

ALL IN one solution



장표 전환 되는 거 이미지 큰 거 하나 필요

Embracing the concept of 

ALL IN for You

Our commitment extends beyond 
just providing state-of-the-art hardware.



MEDIT i900 – we’ve got it all covered for you  

This laptop comes with Medit Link pre-installed, with optimal settings managed directly by Medit.
You no longer need to spend time installing Medit Link on your customers’ laptops or adjusting settings.
With the 3Y HP Global Pack, all issues encountered while using the laptop are covered, and faster service is provided through
HP Hot Line support. As a result, you no longer have to deal directly with your customers’ laptop issues.

Now, there's no need to worry about finding the right laptop to match your new scanner—
we've got it all covered for you, making your experience seamless and hassle-free from the start.

(HP ZBook Studio G10)

3years



MEDIT i900 – ALL IN for You  

This includes an unparalleled 3-year product warranty, along with 
guaranteed replacement services within 48 hours to minimize any 
inconvenience if your device requires attention.

Furthermore, as a testament to our confidence in the durability and 
quality of our product, we offer an unlimited replacement policy for units 
damaged from accidental drops. (Warranty Policy)

This policy is our way of delivering premium service, ensuring our 
customers enjoy the highest level of satisfaction and confidence in their 
investment.



MEDIT i900 – ALL IN for You

Pre-order Now
Medit i900 is now available for pre-order starting today.

48H Replacement Service
Unlimited Protection

 

Medit Link Pre-installed Recommended Specifications
(HP ZBook Studio G10)



Medit i900 – i900 Success Plan (3Y TCO)
Witness the gap widen in your favor, ensuring long-term savings and unmatched value.

Scanner Models : Medit i900 vs. 3Shape TRIOS 5
*Software, apps, warranty include Trios Care (Internal market research data)



Thank You



Not Just Accessories – Purpose Driven Essentials

2 Types of Tips Available

Large Tips 

Expand your coverage area in fewer sweeps, making them the go-to 
for scanning spacious dental arches.  

Medium Tips 

Perfect balance between maneuverability & coverage, 
making them ideal for most scanning procedures.

Appendix 1) 



HP Laptop Specifications

Base Unit HP ZBook Studio 16 inch G10 (HP IDS DSC GeF RTX 4070 8GB i7-13700H)

Energy Star Electronic Energy Star labeling (EStar)

Operating System Windows 11 Pro 64

OS Localization OS Localization

Integrated Camera HD USB2 IR NFOV Integrated Camera

Display 16.0 inch AG WUXGA (1920x1200) WLED+LBL UWVA 400 bnt LCD Panel

Memory 32GB (2x16GB) DDR5 5600 SODIMM Memory

Internal M.2 Storage 1TB PCIe-4x4 2280 NVMe TLC Solid State Drive

Networking Intel AX211 Wi-Fi 6E vPro 160 MHz +Bluetooth 5.3 WW WLAN

Fingerprint Sensor Fingerprint Sensor

Power Requirements - Battery XL-Long Life 86Whr Fast Charge 6 cell Battery

Power Requirements - AC Adapter HP 150W Slim 4.5mm PFC Smart (3-pin) AC Adapter

Keyboard Clickpad Backlit spill-resistant Quiet Keyboard

Country Localization Country Localization

Warranty 1/1/1 Warranty

Warranty Extension Bundling HP 3 year Onsite Care Mobile Workstation Hardware Support Warranty Extension

Out-of-Band Manageability AMT Disabled

HP Tamper Lock No vPro AMT supported

Packaging Standard Packaging

Power Cord C5 1.0m Tag Premium Power Cord

N/A Core i7 sz3 G13 Label

N/A Preinstall HEVC CODEC

N/A Electronic TCO Certified labeling

Support Extensions 48+2345

Note : There may be differences in components depending on region.

Appendix 2) 

HP Zbook Studio G10
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